Focal Area
Approach
Main components

Coastal Plain with elements of The Interior
Macro level
Spatial, Institutional, Organizational,
Substantive-Conceptual, Procedural,
Methodological
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Towards a VISION for
SLUP in SURINAME
Sound Land Use Planning Characteristics

Participatory – Institutionally Supported –Engagement – Ownership
Inclusive
Multi-disciplinary
Sector-spatial Integrated
Balanced Development between Economy and Environment
Prevent land degradation and preserve Bio-diversity
Sound Land Use Planning
also aims at
Reducing Regional Imbalances
Increasing Employment Opportunities
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Persisting micro level, ad hoc, uncoordinated and spatially fragmented, facet
–based LUP-approaches
Mainly sector oriented, island development issues
Main cause: absence of a macro level spatial development frame .
Rural-Urban ratio: about 95% rural –urban max. 5%
Still no Rural Planning Act but an Uban Planning Act for about 40 years
already
Urban-Paramaribo-centric spatial thinking and approaches, barely
sustained attention to rural regions and sustained rural-agricultural
development
Result: regional disparities, hierarchical decision-making and development
priority setting, focus on capital region
Consequences: highway infrastructure focus on Captal Region, Seat of
Decision-making and D-taking, far too little participation beforehand,
usually regional-District Authority involvement afterwards, lack of
sustained Engagement, Paramaribo keeps growing, Central Zone areas
remain empty, regional development imbalance.
Worldwide, Urban extensions consume rural land, by far not worldwide
consumed land for residential purposes is fertile land.
RGB-WWF-Henk Lutchman--March
Solution: Integrated, multidisciplinary,
inter-departmental LUP resulting in SLUP.
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Deliberate Planning of Pasive Land Use by RGB’s LBB—Nature
Conservation and SBB, great successes for relatively huge areas.
Road contruction, management and maintenance activities of the ministry of Public
Works, from a civil-technical point of view succesful. However, no road construction as
an intrinsic Land Use Planning activity within a multidisciplinary Spatial Planning
Framework.
The NPO can be mentioned partially as succesful also. In 2012-‘13 an Agricultural
Ecological Zoning proposal has been approved and Ecological Economic Zoning
initiated. These appoaches could enhance the NPO‘s umbrella function for sectorspatial development guidance.
Revelation of this project: functioning, dedication and detailed knowledge level
encountered at District Offices. Real local-level knowledge information source,
exhibition of dedication, involvement and a striking level of engagement.
Public participation is well developed through structural involvement of Resort
Councils; continuous interaction with resort populations. Unfortunately, lack of spatial
decentralization; could reduce imbalanced spatial-economic growth, better spatial
distribution of employment opportunities, relief of traffic congestion in the Capital‘s
Innercity, less destruction of cultural heritage, attractivity increase capital city growth.
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Competence quarrels between institutions and government officers
Urban centric development thinking
Absent rural development strategy causes low perception of rural
development potential
Lack of up-to-date spatially referenced information , insufficient professional
skills to cope with LUP-information demand

Lack of sufficiently qualified professionals with knowledge of the variety of
conceptual, substantive rural LUP- approaches, contemporary survey and
research methods and procedural (SLUP) approaches; for urban areas
conventional, costly approaches dominate
Hierarchical decision-making, no legal procedures for participatory approaches,
limited participation of civil society.
No faculty for Geo-sciences which will retard structurally embedded SLUP for
both rural and urban areas .
RGB-WWF-Henk Lutchman--March
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FAO definition. Land Use Planning is defined as the: "Systematic
assessment of land and water potential, alternatives for land use and
economic and social conditions in order to select and adopt the best land
use options, with a purpose to select and put into practice those land uses
that will best meet the needs of the people while safeguarding resources
for the future".
('Torremolinos Charter'), adopted in 1983 by the European Conference of
Ministers responsible for Regional Planning (CEMAT): "Regional/spatial
planning gives geographical expression to the economic, social, cultural and
ecological policies of society. It is at the same time a scientific discipline, an
administrative technique and a policy developed as an interdisciplinary and
comprehensive approach directed towards a balanced regional development and
the physical organisation of space according to an overall strategy‖.
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Spatial Planning guides the variable IMPACT of sectors on space.
Land use planning considers their specific distribution, composition and
quality

SPATIAL PRECIPITATION OF SECTOR
DEVELOPMENT
RGB-WWF-Henk Lutchman--March
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RGB – LBB-DNB –SBB-NH

Reference Base
Land Use of
Consumers
provides evidence
for Space
Reservations for
SLUP

Active, Productive LU

Agriculture

(partly)

Protected
Natural
Land



Main Land
Consumers

Passive LU,
Recreative

Active, Consumptive
LU
Residential

OW- SoZaVo-HA-RGB
LVV –
RGB-HI—
RO / DA
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SLUP MUST KEEP FACTS AND FIGURES IN MIND!
•Young Coastal Plain (main landscape; marine deposits)
a.Mudflats with sand and shell deposits (highly dynamic landscape
component with drastic, alternating, impact on the coastline ecosystems).
b.Tidal lands (increasingly dynamic, surface increases quick); salinity
increase due to sea level rise generally outbalanced by freshwater from
precipitation, gradually causing ecological changes too).
c.Depression landscape (partially continuous inundations or very high
ground water table; some unique landscapes and habitats; low accessibility,
high investments required for a. o. agro- and other land uses).
d.Young clay landscape with sandy and shell ridges (relatively old; area of
lowest investments for agro-land uses).
•Old Coastal plain Main landscape; marine deposits; much older, consists of 2
landscape components, not subdivided as such); Highly fragmented.
•Savannah Belt / Zone (much older; eroded material from mountainous parts of
surfacing Guiana Shield);
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Land is scarce to plan uses systematically on
 Space reservations have never been made
 Spatial flexibility is limited and may lead to ―satisfyers
behaviour‖ i.o. ―optimicer behaviour‖
 Conclusion: intervention methods of SLUP should be
applied
 A systems approach is achieveable through creation of a
Macro Spatial Organization and Planning Framework to
facilitate flexibilty so as to enhance location requirements
to be fulfilled best for active land use planning purposes
 Concerning passive land use planning, the appealing
sucsesses of LBB/Nature Conservation and SBB guarantee
progress for relatively large areas
 Simultaneously, the urgent need for Capacity Building to
reinforce the Institutional Structure and enhance synergy
between all stakeholders is apparent
 Conclusion: a support structure for SLUP is certainly
necessary.
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Objective and Methodology











Create Overview: Spatial Planning requires an approach from big to small. Design a
dedicated classification. Portray existing possibilities and limitations to SLUP
SLUP aims at preventing land degradation and preserving bio-diversity.
High positive correlation between Geo- en Bio-diversity. The geo-diversity can be
made visible with least efforts, this characteristic is used as the spatial base.
Methodology: Interpretation of Aerial Photographs and Satellite Image Processing
(supplemented by existing maps) provide the abstraction level (simplification) of the
complex spatial reality (―minimization‖) for ―maximum‖ understanding through a
meaningful classification, using Geo-factors in feasible combinations
Approach: Soil-Geomorphologic with emphasis on coastal-morphological and
hydrological processes (incorporate Impact of Global Climate Change)
Conscientiously consider the (possibly negative) impact of Human beings
(individuals, enterprises, Government Agencies on different scale levels).
Result: basically the Depression Landscape is left and a few parts of the fragmented
Old Coastal Plain, possibly larger sections of the Savanna Belt.
Positive Impact of the land allocation practice: This Depression Landscapes has
unique components and deserves ample consideration for (partial) protection ,
including buffer zones around. ―Landscape quality and related bio-diversity‖ may be a
good criterion. This accounts also for the very few and unique Bundles of Ridges that
are fortunately in tact.
RGB-WWF-Henk Lutchman--March
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Forced Southward
Migrations possible
Anticipate Old Coastal
Plain
Bearing Capacity
Anticipate new settlement
pattern and connection /
feeder roads

Sea level rise with 1 and respectively 5 m.
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Strategic Option: In order to facilitate SLUP, regional typologies are
 .
increasingly composed, using a Geographic Information System (or SPSS).
Method: statistical analysis and visualization of the extent to which
regions are good for certain SLUP activities, considering a number of
relevant variables.
Result: spatial overview of possibilities and limitations to realize certain
goals and first hand Zoning.
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Main Road Infrastructure: hardly suitable
to boost Rural Devpt / agricultural
production. Original construction factors:
-Northern (upper)part plantation
economy
-North-South part War economy
-Southern E_W-section envisaged nat.
resource exploitation within Growth Pole
planning context and gradually shifting
towards sub-sector themes like wood
transport and tourism

RGB-WWF-Henk Lutchman--March
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Innercity: completely
tolerated land
degradation due to
concrete –reinforced
concrete and asphalt
space
RUF: still much
vegetation, not entirely
degraded land and an
acceptable bio-diversity
15
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redding breng

“Urban Redevelopment” prerequisite to
facilitate urban SLUP.
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Social-Spatial structure
‗78





‗67

‗56





Most dynamic region within the social-spatial structure.
This region expands rapidly (example Paramaribo-South, right)
Consists of 3 sub-regions: Inner Fringe, Middle Fringe and Outer Fringe, with decreasing
housing densities from IF to OF and increasing agricultural uses;
Turbulent land market and highly fluctuating land prices
Wide range of land supply agents, from farmers, speculators, land surveyors and
professional brokers
Ongoing clashes of interest between penetrating urban and established rural /
agricultural lands
Land transformations and rapid land degradation and bio-diversity decrease from IF to
OF.
This region requires a planning approach from a rural point of view so as to guide urban
developments and safeguard the environment and protect valuable agricultural land to
be consumed unnecessarily. Green Belt s are often planning within this region for this
purpose, whereas Corridor
Planning becomes
increasingly popular as well.
RGB-WWF-Henk
Lutchman--March
17th 2015
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Empirical evidence: dynamic region, further backwards view required so as to determine Processes. A
spatial structure is static. Planning is a multidisciplinary process activity. Comparative analysis of
different static spatial structures facilitates detection of processes of different nature. Using these, a
region can be typified for land use planning purposes. The t-1 interval before our starting point, is
highly essential to consider conscientiously.

S3 =E

Prospective
View
t0, t1, t2, t3……..tn

t-n…t-3, t-2, t-1, t0

S1 =

Retrospective View

S2=A

MC
Dynamics of region concerned in Strategy: which trajectory
the past determines retrospective
length (determineert de lengte van
retrospectie)

Serious lack of data,
particularly up-to-date, of sociospatial and socio-economic
nature with spatial reference of
a useful / meaningful time
interval

will be followed? With SLUP its
one that minimizes or avoids /
prevents land degradation and
maintains bio-diversity

Space borne
Air borne
Sub-surface Water Bodies

Substantial Impact on Institutional
Strengthening
Dedicated Capacity Building program
RGB-WWF-Henk Lutchman--March
representing Contemporary Data Collection
&
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BAND 4

Remote Sensing: essential for
Capacity Building to enhance Institutional
Strengthening for SLUP implementation

BAND 5

July 1977-- FCC

BAND 6

KEY ISSUES
Spectral resolution
Spatial
,,
Temporal
,,
Thematic
,,

BAND 7
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Geographical Information Systems
integrate
physical facts or features

with

Attributes like:





ALL DISCIPLINES ARE
INTEGRATED THROUGH
THE USE OF A GIS

A GIS FORCES
PROFESSIONALS FROM
DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES
TO SIT AROUND THE
SAME TABLE
A GIS INTEGRATES IN A
NATURAL WAY and

creates synergy

Demographic
Financial
Juridical
Socio-economic or
Other data.
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Win-Win situatie te
creeren—Stedelijke
Herinrichting
Regelgeving kleine
verkavelingen
PD niet in het belang
van Sur.
Ondernemers.
Kunnen grote
binnenstedelijke
kavels niet
bekostigen. Nieuwe
buitenlanders wel.
Kavelbezitters willen
vaak niet hun hele
kavel kwijt; hoge
investeringen voor
nieuwbouw---.

NPO
LVV

OW and
OTHER
Ministries and
AGENCIES

RGB
(incl. Urban Planning)

RO
DISTRICTS

NH
HI

Motivation new institutional
structure for LUP
-Synergy between structure
components, i.e. Departments
and Institutions, is the
foundation for a strong
institutional structure .
-Strength depends highly upon
the internal strength of the
organization.
-This can be made operational
through achievements,
successes, and internal synergy.

RGB straalt primair een grondgebruik cultuur uit. Sterke interne structuur componenten die groot succes hebben geboekt:
Dienst NB, SBB, DBK, CBL op thema‘s SLUPP. Goede organisatie structuur. Potentieel sterk Dir. Grondbeheer en OD-RO/RP
door huidig speerpunt om grond problemen op te lossen. Daarna is het overzicht op ruimtelijke distributie grondtitels sterk
verbeterd, kan op macro niveau geordend worden (Land suitibility studie IDCS mmv RGB-DBK), kan gepland worden, zal de
agrarische productiviteit naar verwachting doen stijgen.
OW –PD is wat minder succesvol met LUP: OW is typisch Infrastructuur ministerie, straalt primair civiel-technische
professionele cultuur uit, met zware beheer en onderhoud component. Dat kost de Staat al heel veel. Vervolgens bouwkundige
prof. cultuur. PD straalt een dominerende verkaveling cultuur uit. Overigens is in de enquete ook aangegeven dat de Dienst
RGB-WWF-Henk Lutchman--March
Openbaar Goen niet aan LUP doet.
17th 2015
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Contradicts with contemporary approaches for spatial planning of residential areas
Intervenes in spatial and thematic domains of RGB and LVV
Intervenes in potential AEZ-approach for Inclusive, integrated rural spatial planning for the areas
concerned
Will disrupt an integrated ―Corridor Development‖ approach
Will block the possibility to locate Green Belts in Rural-Urban Fringe zones
No harmony with some International Conventions
Erodes the actual participative approach
Emphasizes the usual hierarchical decision-making structure
Superimposes authority on the task of the NPO to plan residential areas
Resembles a ―design‖ approach without spatial analytical foundation for land use planning
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The
extended
Domain of
The Urban
Planning
Act requires
ample
Reconsidera
tion and
multidisciplinary
evaluation
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“The aim of envisioning is to broaden the scope of the possible, to provide a frame for
decisions in view of a better future, to encourage hopes and dreams, to appeal to values, to
challenge existing knowledge, conventional wisdom and practices”

Conclusion: creating a viable main (spatial-economic-environmental) structure on
national level.
Main components of a spatial Vision: conditions to be fulfilled


Main Road Infrastructure




Ecological Main Structure






Based upon the proven expertise of LBB / Nature Conservation and SBB, their ability to create a sound
Ecological Main Structure for the entire territory.

Main Settlement Structure




Inclusive spatial planning approach of new main roads

Apply classic spatial settlement hierarchy as a development base

Besides, main roads which connect Central Zone regions outside the Capital are required to enhance the
Spatial-Economic Structure and boost agricultural production.
Other factors to be considered to design a spatial Vision

supra national interests, macro regional integration, components national scale level e.g. required
relocation of domestic airports, etc.

Political will, engagement (―ownership‖), dedication are essential factors to support a Vision.

Local level participation: District Authorities.

Private sector: the bigger enterprises are, the more they tend to follow development opportunities

Contributing at least 90% of our spatial diversity, the particular qualitative aspects of our natural
landscapes, their bearing strength to consolidate their associated natural habitats, can't be ignored in a
Vision.
RGB-WWF-Henk Lutchman--March
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